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in the 2000s, dan and dave found themselves playing in a
number of different musical and performing art groups.
although they continued to produce their own custom
designs from a blank card, they began to experiment with
new technologies to do so, and this included discovering 3d
printers. the use of a 3d printer allowed the twins to design
and create their own playing cards in 3d, rather than the
traditional folding and gluing of blank cards. one of the first
cards that they designed and printed in their own 3d printer
was called vector, a card that can be "cut" from a flat card
in the same way that a deck of cards can be split or
"shuffled". they used to have just a small prototype of this
card that used to circulate on the internet, but at the time it
was never actually sold. almost a decade ago dave and dan
began exploring the idea of a virtual playing card. a
complete virtual deck of cards can be printed with
absolutely no cards in them. the cards can be virtually
shuffled, virtually cut, virtually floured, and even virtually
floured by another player. in their quest to develop this
technology they sought to ensure that the hobby of
cardistry was protected. it was this idea that led to the birth
of the playing card innovator orion, a mould based system
that made an already flat card more relevant and playable
with virtually no cards in the deck. dan and dave are
working in an awesome way to add a new level of artistry
and creativity to the magic industry. i love how they love
what they do, and that they always give to their fans. to
know more about them and their work visit their website:
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